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Ripley Todd just wants to live a quiet, peaceful kind of life. Her job as a sheriff's deputy keeps her
busy and happy, and she has no trouble finding men when she wants them—which, lately, isn't
all that often. She's perfectly content, except for one thing: she has special powers that both
frighten and confuse her—and though she tries hard to hide them, she can't get them under
control.…Distraction soon arrives in the handsome form of MacAllister Booke—a researcher
who's come to investigate the rumors of witchcraft that haunt Three Sisters Island. Right from the
start, he knows there's something extraordinary about Ripley Todd. It's not just her blazing green
eyes and her sultry smile. There's something else. Something he can detect, but she'll never
admit. Fascinated by her struggle with her amazing abilities, he becomes determined to help her
accept who she is—and find the courage to open her heart.But before Ripley and Mac can
dream of what lies in the future, they must confront the pain of the past. For Three Sisters
shelters centuries of secrets—and a legacy of danger that plagues them still.…"A storytelling
wizard." —Publishers Weekly

About the AuthorNora Roberts is the #1 New York Times bestselling author of more than 200
novels. She is also the author of the bestselling futuristic suspense series written under the pen
name J. D. Robb. There are more than 400 million copies of her books in print.
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BeachBum33, “Great series about witches!. This series covered 3 witches, one in each book.
All were excellent character studies along with witches and a bit of magic! If you like fantasy, or
like me would love to have powers of a witch, you’ll enjoy this series.”

Sandra carney, “Kept you guessing. The author did not disappointAll three were books i could
not put down”

Michelle L. Beck, “Ripley overcomes her fear. (3.5-4). Dr. Mack Booke has come to Three Sisters
Island to see if there is anything to the notion that the Island was forged by three witches and
has supernatural power. The geeky, accident prone Professor did not expect to encounter the
very capable Sheriff Ripley Todd who seems to fascinate him both physically and mentally.
Fearing that she will make the same mistakes her ancestors made, Ripley stopped using her
supernatural powers long ago and is determined to suppress her magic. Love, coupled with her
desire to protect those she loves, Ripley eventually confronts her fears and the very real danger
that the group faces. With an evil from the recent past (Nell's ex-husband) still on all of their
minds, the three women (and the men that love them) wonder what the darkness they feel truly
means.This is the 2nd in the Sisters Island Trilogy. I enjoyed seeing the gang again...Nell is living
happily ever after with Sheriff Zachary Todd (Ripley's brother), there are hints of things to come
concerning Mia (who lost her love years ago), and there are even premonitions about all of their
futures. However, what I really enjoyed the most was the evolution of Ripley, seeing how she
comes to find love and an acceptance of her gifts, which will work well when it comes to the
eventual showdown that I am sure will take place in Book 3, Mia's story.I recommend this story
to any readers who enjoy Nora Roberts. She has woven a decent story that has some
supernatural happenings and romance.”

Laura Davis, “Wonderful book. Must read the series, awesome book”

Mary Birnbaum, “Nora Roberts at the top of her form in this trilogy. A fun trilogy with a mix of
feisty heroines, hard work, wicca-style magic, and sexy, enlightened men. This is Nora Robert's
trademark, to build and heal with enormous energy and zest, while feeling that you have stepped
out of your own rat race into a distant, beautiful environment.My one critique is that although
Roberts has excellent research, this is not a substitute for personal experience. If you are a
Wiccan, this book may irritate you--I don't know. Suspension of disbelief and allowance for
dramatic plot devices is necessary for enjoying Roberts' novels.”

D. Fitzgerald, “Take me away. I enjoyed this follow up book to the first of a trilogy. I will be reading
the third in the series as soon as purchased. Being that these three sisters are witches (good
witches) it is really a story of support, love and trust between family. Plus finding lasting love and



believing in yourself.Never really thought I'd like a story with witches but it introduces you to
them through a fictional beginning in Salem, Massachusetts. This explains the situation they're
in 300 years later. Oh yeah, each book can be read in it's own.”

Helen Van Horn, “Love Nora roberts, especially to trilogies.. Loved it!”

Sabiha Vorajee, “Definitely more earth than heaven. Book 2 in the Three Sisters Island Trilogy
had me reading with bated breath as I wondered whether I would actually like Ripley Todd.
Abrasive, harsh, rude and somewhat full of herself, I couldn't quite figure out a) how she had a
brother like Zach and b) how she had friends like Nell & Mia. But after persevering and getting
through the story, I realised that like most of us, Ripley had two faces. One that she showed to
the world to let them know that she's a tough, no-nonsense cop and another where we see the
woman behind the facade.Her story might not be as dramatic as Nell's and she certainly doesn't
have you rooting for her from the start, but eventually you get to the point where you can bear
her. Then you begin to like her and wonder how long it will take before she lets Mac in. In the
end, you wonder why it took her so long!Another rainy day, snuggled in the couch good read.”

S.Anne, “Love It. I love this author and I have very nearly read all the books not just in this series
but all series written.She is an excellent author, I love the story lines, and I love that everything is
in 3's I love a series of books and with a triology you have that without having to many books to
read to finish off a series.Perfect thing to take away with you and read by the pool!”

Beverley Shale, “Fantastic. I love Nora Roberts and have read a lot of her books, I love the
trilogies and the stand alone books.The Three sisters trilogy is by far my favourites of her work. It
just pulls at me, so much so I am in the middle of the reading them for about the 8th time and I
love them more everything. They are just to me, amazing.”

Penny Harvey, “magic!. I thoroughly loved this whole series, the characters are superb the
humour excellent, tension tight and the sensuality wonderful.Three sisters island has a known
'witch' history; and the witches who live there are brilliant.If you love romance, magic and a fast
paced read you'll love these characters, this island and the whole series.I am somewhat biased
as I love Nora Roberts, if you don't know her try this - you will be back.”

CJ, “... read many of Nora Roverts books and don't usually like her trilogies as much as the
stand alone novels. I have read many of Nora Roverts books and don't usually like her trilogies
as much as the stand alone novels. However I've really enjoyed this set. I'm about half way
through the last book and recommend anyone who likes a slightly spooky tale to read thrm.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent. Still wrapped up in the story and already now to start Mia's
story.  Each story  of yours that I have read has kept me Intrigued from begging to end.”



The book by Nora Roberts has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3,443 people have provided feedback.
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